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Introduction EBN

- Dutch State Energy Company, fully owned by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate
- Responsible for implementing parts of the Dutch energy and climate policy
- Historically involved in the whole gas production value chain (production, transport, commercial)
- Since 2016 a new strategy aimed at decarbonising the gas value chain
EBN in geothermal energy

- Advising the Ministry of Economic Affairs and ClimateGreen Deal UDG, Green Deal Brabant, Geothermie alliantie Zuid-Holland
- Cooperations with local governments and market parties
- Cooperation with industry organisations and other parties for knowledge sharing
- Masterplan Aardwarmte in Nederland, Play-based portfolio approach
- Seismische Campagne Aardwarmte Nederland (SCAN)

Since March 2019: shareholder in geothermal projects

- Investing partner in 4 geothermal projects in development phase
- Cooperating partner in 5-10 projects/portfolio’s in pre-development phase
- Starting after implementation change in Mining act: mandatory (non-operating) shareholding in all geothermal projects in The Netherlands
EBN in geothermal energy

Examples of EBN’s contribution to innovation in geothermal (in cooperation with Geothermie Nederland and other partners):

- Industry Standard for Sustainable Well Design

- Innovation Inventarization Geothermal 2021
Why member of EGEC?

- Our “eyes and ears” and representation in EU-politics, policy and legislation

- To share knowledge and discuss the development of geothermal energy (best practices, innovation, permitting, etc.) with other EGEC-members

- We look forward to working together with all EGEC-members
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